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BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

INT. ESHO – LABORATORY 

 

We are in an abnormally quiet lab, with the faintest sounds of 

equipment HUMMING, BUBBLING. 

 

Samson Collins – young, cheerful, intelligent – bursts onto 

the scene. It’s a direct contrast to how we expect to hear 

Armstrong – a part of herself she reveals to almost no one. 

 

     SAMSON 

    (ridiculous      

     melodrama) 

   Oh, Dr. Armstrong! Dr.      

   Armstrong, I’m in terrible    

   pain! I’m in desperate need    

   of your help! 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (also in a stupid     

     voice) 

   Dr. Armstrong, at your service!   

   How can I help you, small,    

   brainless child? 

 

     SAMSON 

    (breaking character) 

   Small brainless child? Really? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (stage whisper) 

   Just roll with it. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Alright... 

    (back in character) 

   Argh! Something terrible has    

   happened to me! My arm has    

   been chewed off by the great,    

   venomous beast of the Kree    

   Wastes! 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   The great, venomous beast of    

   the Kree Wastes? 

 

     SAMSON 

   Yes! Ah, the horror! 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Never fear, small idiot, for    

   I will dispatch the beast in    

   a single blow, retrieve your    

   arm, and reattach it with the    

   amazing power of my medical    

   degree! 

 

They both make a ridiculous approximation of LASER-SOUNDS, 

before collapsing into laughter. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Who knew that becoming a     

   doctor would give you super-    

   powers? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   When you get your degree,    

   you can become one as well.    

   I’m thinking... Mop Boy and    

   Bucket Girl. We can use      

   random bits of lab equipment    

   for our tools... 

 

     SAMSON 

   Yeahhh, speaking of cleaning    

   supplies, Bucket Girl, we    

   should probably finish cleaning   

   the lab, degree or no degree. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (reluctantly) 

   Yeah, ok. I guess you’re right. 

 

They pick up their forgotten equipment and start to CLEAN. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   You know, I kinda hoped that    

   this sort of thing would be    

   over when I became a doctor.    

   That I’d be, you know, doing    

   actual doctoring. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Aww, Leslie... it’ll be ok.    

   I’ll get my degree and we can    

   both move out of the Tik region   

   - maybe Kirint, I don’t know -   

   and we can set up our own    

   practice and meet some new    

   people... 
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     ARMSTRONG 

    (deadpan) 

   ... and we can set off into    

   the sky in a rocket made of    

   potatoes. 

 

They look at each other, then burst out LAUGHING again. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Hey, hey, it’s not impossible,   

   though! 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Samson, I love you. But let’s    

   face it, moving to Kirint and    

   setting up a practice is as    

   likely to happen as us dating. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Oh my God, can you imagine? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   It would be a disaster. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Frankly, Leslie, just as you    

   are content with the ladies,    

   I am perfectly content with    

   the gentlemen, and that’s all    

   there is to it. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   And thank the stars for that. 

 

PAUSE. She checks the time. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Shit, we’re behind schedule.    

   Come on, we need to finish    

   up – we’ve still got another    

   eight labs to go. 

 

     SAMSON 

    (groan) 

   I cannot wait until we get    

   into that potato-rocket... 

 

They start CLEANING faster. After a moment or two, though, we 

hear a KNOCK, and the door OPENS. 
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     CAELISH 

   Good evening, I hope I’m not    

   disturbing you. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Oh, no, sir. We were just    

   finishing up here. We’ll     

   get out of your way. Come    

   on, Leslie... 

 

     CAELISH 

   Actually, I was hoping to    

   speak to Dr. Armstrong for    

   a moment. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (instantly shutting     

     down into “normal     

     Armstrong mode”) 

   You... want to talk. To me. 

 

     CAELISH 

   If your co-worker doesn’t     

   object. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Oh, not at all! Leslie, do    

   want me to stay, or... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   It’s fine, Sam. I’ll catch up    

   with you. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Alright. I’d better carry on    

   cleaning... 

 

He lugs his stuff to the door and LEAVES. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Leslie – may I call you Leslie?   

   Thank you. Please, have a seat. 

 

Warily, Armstrong SITS. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   This doesn’t have anything to    

   do with the cleaning, does it?   

   Because I’m happy to do it if    

   it means I don’t lose my     

   medical license... 
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     CAELISH 

   No, no, it’s nothing to do    

   with that. Although why      

   someone as qualified as      

   yourself should find it     

   necessary to be cleaning     

   laboratories after hours,    

   I have no idea. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, all the junior doctors    

   do it. I’m only going through    

   what everyone else has. 

 

     CAELISH 

   No, Leslie, they haven’t.     

   You’re competing for the     

   surgery placement, correct? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Correct. 

 

     CAELISH 

   You won’t get it. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (getting frustrated) 

   What do you mean? 

 

     CAELISH 

   I can guarantee you that that    

   placement will go to one of    

   your Eshian colleagues. You    

   won’t get the placement. You’ll   

   end up fixing ingrown toenails   

   in the back of a dingy local    

   practice for the rest of your    

   career, probably, and that will   

   be that. Not a particularly    

   auspicious future, if I say so   

   myself. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, why do you care? You’re    

   an Eshian. It shouldn’t bother   

   you that a Human isn’t getting   

   their dream job. 
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     CAELISH 

   Shouldn’t it? 

    (beat) 

   Listen, Leslie, I’ll be blunt    

   about this. I can offer you    

   something better. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Really. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Yes. And I think you’re going    

   to want to take it. Have you    

   ever heard of Mission Swallow? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   The Earth mission? Of course I   

   have. Every news stream on    

   Esho is talking about it. 

 

     CAELISH 

   It’s a high-profile mission.    

   An all-human crew. We’ve     

   never tried anything like this    

   before. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   So why are you talking to me    

   about it? 

 

     CAELISH 

   As I said, an all-human crew.    

   And every crew needs a doctor. 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You don’t – You can’t mean – 

 

     CAELISH 

   Oh, yes I do. Tell me, Leslie:   

   how would you like to go into    

   space? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I’d have to leave Esho, it’d    

   take – what, at least a year? 

 

     CAELISH 

   Longer. Is that a problem for    

   you? 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Stars, no. It’s absolutely    

   perfect. But – wait. I’d need    

   a medical assistant. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Of course. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I assume my current medical    

   assistant would be coming    

   with me? Samson Collins. You    

   just met him. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Yes, I recall. Keen. Intelligent.   

   I can see why you’d want to    

   take him. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   So? Do I get an assistant? 

 

     CAELISH 

   We will make sure you do. 

    (crafty subject     

     change) 

   So, Dr. Armstrong, do we have    

   a deal? Will you take your     

   place aboard the Starstrider? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yes, absolutely. I’ll be on    

   that ship. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Wonderful. Your training begins   

   in two weeks at the Orinn    

   Naval Base. I assume you know – 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yes, I know where it is. If    

   I might ask – who will I be    

   serving under? 

 

     CAELISH 

   Captain Mika Harris. Her     

   second-in-command is First    

   Mate Sascha Casana. In fact,    

   I believe they are choosing    

   their AI specialist today. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

    (instant recoil) 

   There’s an AI? Onboard the    

   ship? 

 

     CAELISH 

   Yes, there are on most long-    

   haul ships, I believe. Its    

   model is designation: Saph.    

   Is that a problem? 

 

BEAT. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No, sir. I’m sure it will be    

   fine. 

 

     CAELISH 

   Excellent. I’ll see you in    

   two weeks. 

 

He LEAVES. A second later, Sam enters again. 

 

     SAMSON 

   So? What’d he want to speak    

   to you about? 

    (concern building) 

   You’re not in any trouble,    

   are you? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No, I’m not. Were you hiding    

   outside the door this whole    

   time? 

 

     SAMSON 

   I wasn’t listening, I promise!   

   I was only waiting in case he    

   pulled the cops on you or     

   something. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   He wouldn’t have. 

 

     SAMSON 

   You don’t know that. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, it doesn’t matter now.     

   I’ve got an offer for you that   

   will blow your mind. 
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     SAMSON 

   Oh? Please tell me, I need    

   something exciting after all    

   that cleaning. My mind cannot    

   take the boredom. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (a smile beginning     

     to form) 

   How would you like to go to    

   space? 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     SAMSON 

   You’re pulling my leg. Aren’t    

   you? You must be joking. Are    

   you joking? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I’m not. I’ve been offered    

   a position aboard the RIN    

   Starstrider as Chief Medical    

   Officer, and I want you     

   aboard as my medical assistant.   

   Will you come with me? 

 

     SAMSON 

   Aboard the... is this Mission    

   Swallow? You want me on     

   Mission Swallow? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I wouldn’t have anyone else. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Well... yes. Yes, more than    

   anything, I want to come with    

   you. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Good. Apparently, training     

   starts in two weeks. I’ll    

   let Caelish know you’re      

   coming. 

 

     SAMSON 

   You want to come over to mine?   

   Have a drink and talk about    

   this? 
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     ARMSTRONG 

    (grimly) 

   Much as I would like to... I    

   can’t. I’ve got something    

   else I have to do tonight. 

 

     SAMSON 

   Fair enough. We’ll be seeing    

   enough of each other on the    

   Starstrider, anyway. Damn!    

   Space! 

 

Armstrong gives a soft LAUGH. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I’ll see you tomorrow, Sam. 

 

     SAMSON 

   See you tomorrow. 

 

Armstrong EXITS and starts WALKING down the corridor. 

Distantly, we hear: 

 

     SAMSON 

   Wait, wait! 

    (echoing down      

     the corridor) 

   I’ll see you in the stars,    

   Leslie! Get it? I’ll see     

   you in the stars! 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – THE ARMSTRONG HOUSE 

 

     PAT 

    (smoothly robotic) 

   Please state your name and    

   purpose. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (hate in every fibre    

     of her being) 

   Leslie Armstrong. I’m here    

   to see my parents. 

 

     PAT 

   Welcome back, Leslie. It’s    

   a pleasure to see you again.    

   Your parents have missed you. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah? Well, I haven’t missed    

   them. Now let me in, before    

   I throw this rock directly    

   into your camera lens. 

 

     PAT 

   Certainly. Your father is    

   most anxious to see you. 

 

The doors OPEN. Armstrong steps inside. 

 

     FIONA 

    (exaggerated show      

     of affection) 

   Leslie, darling, how wonderful   

   it is to see you again! Your    

   father and I had quite thought   

   you’d forgotten us. Didn’t we,   

   Edgar? 

 

     EDGAR 

   Oh, yes, dear. 

 

     FIONA 

   Well, come in, come in, don’t    

   just stand there on the doorstep.   

   Let’s all move through to the    

   parlour, shall we? Pat, tell    

   someone to bring in the drinks. 

 

     PAT 

   Yes, madam. 

 

     FIONA 

   And tell them to make it cold,   

   won’t you? They were lukewarm    

   last time, absolutely ghastly. 

 

     PAT 

   Of course, Madam. 

 

     FIONA 

   Now, Leslie, to what do we    

   owe this visit?  
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     FIONA (CONT.)  

   You haven’t been back home once    

   since you left for medical     

   training – and I’m sure you’ve    

   been very busy with your studies    

   – but you missed a number of very   

   important events while you    

   were away. It was most inconvenient  

   trying to explain your absence.   

   Do you know, the Mayor of Kree   

   herself was asking after you?    

   Wasn’t she, Edgar? 

 

     EDGAR 

   Yes, dear, she was. 

 

     FIONA 

   There, you see? Anyway, I was    

   telling her that it was so    

   good to see you studying hard    

   and doing your bit for Esho    

   and, well, and looking so    

   normal. I must say, I’m terribly   

   glad you grew out of that little   

   phase you went through, we    

   really were quite worried... 

 

Something SMASHES. 

 

     FIONA 

    (exasperated) 

   Oh, Leslie dear, did you have    

   to? That was one of our best -   

   well, never mind. Pat, send in   

   the cleaning bots. 

 

     PAT 

   Yes, madam. 

 

We hear a WHIRR as a robot scuttles around, cleaning up the 

mess. 

 

     FIONA 

   There we are, much better. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (hurriedly) 

   Mom, I have to tell you something. 

 

PAUSE. 
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     FIONA 

   Oh, no. Not this again. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Now, dear, it might not be    

   that... 

 

     FIONA 

   What else could it be, Edgar?    

   I told you that we should     

   have dealt with this more    

   firmly, but you told me that    

   she was fine... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh, for god’s sake, why can’t    

   you both just listen to me? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   It’s not... that. It’s something   

   else. 

 

     FIONA 

   Oh, you’re not becoming a     

   paediatrician, are you? Darling,   

   I’ve told you time and time    

   again, cardiology is where the   

   money is... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No, it’s not that either. I’m    

   leaving. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Leaving? To go where? To     

   Brish? Or are you leaving Tik    

   altogether? 

 

     FIONA 

   Don’t say you’re going to     

   Kirint. So unfashionable. 

 

     ARMSTONG 

   Neither. I’ve been accepted    

   onto Mission Swallow as Chief    

   Medical Officer. I’m leaving    

   Esho. 

 

BEAT. 
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     FIONA 

   What? 

 

     EDGAR 

   Leslie, you can’t be serious. 

 

     FIONA 

   On a spaceship? With a group    

   of soldiers? But your status...   

   your career... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   This is my career, mom. This    

   is the only job in medicine    

   I will ever be able to get    

   that doesn’t involve cleaning    

   floors and sterilising scalpels   

   all day. I want to do something   

   that matters. And what matters   

   right now is going back to    

   Earth. 

 

     EDGAR 

    (getting desperate) 

   There’s nothing for us on    

   Earth, Leslie. It’s a wasteland.   

   Here on Esho, you have a life,   

   you have a job... there’s    

   nothing for you out there. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   There’s not much for me here,    

   either. I’m leaving. Goodbye,    

   mom. Dad. 

 

She starts to WALK towards the door. 

 

     FIONA 

   Darling, stay with us, please! 

 

     EDGAR 

   Leslie, I’m doing my best     

   here! For the love of god,    

   please, please stay on Esho! 

 

The door SLAMS SHUT. Armstrong is panting slightly. 

 

     PAT 

   Are you leaving, Leslie? 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah, I am. And I’m not      

   coming back. 

 

     PAT 

   I’m so sorry to hear that.    

   We will miss you. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Sure you will. 

 

     PAT 

   Is there anything you’d like    

   to talk about? I’m always     

   happy to help. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, it’s just – 

 

She stops. She thinks about what she nearly did. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Oh, screw you too, robot. 

 

She WALKS OFF down the path, and doesn’t look back. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – LABORATORY 

 

Armstrong UNLOCKS and OPENS a door. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Hello? Sam, are you in here? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Sam? Sam? SAM! 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – RADIO BROADCAST 

 

The static fades in, then clears. 
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     RADIO ANNOUNCER 

   ... and finally, our top story   

   of today, a Human male has been    

   found beaten to death inside    

   District 6 Laboratories in the   

   City of Brish. The man has been   

   identified as 27-year-old     

   Samson Collins, who was found    

   by his colleague, Dr. Leslie    

   Armstrong. Investigations are    

   still ongoing as to whether foul   

   play is involved, but at present   

   the Brish Law Enforcement does   

   not believe this is a species-   

   based attack... 

 

The static comes in again... 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – ARMSTRONG’S FLAT 

 

Someone KNOCKS on the door. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (a complete mess) 

   Go away. 

 

The KNOCK again. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Are you deaf? I said, GO AWAY. 

 

She FLINGS OPEN the door. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Good morning, Dr. Armstrong.    

   My name’s Darcey Eldridge,    

   I’ve been appointed as your    

   new medical assistant. May    

   I come in? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Fuck off. 

 

She SLAMS the door. Darcey starts KNOCKING again. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Oh, for fuck’s – 

 

She OPENS the door again. 
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     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   What the hell do you want? 

 

     DARCEY 

    (unperturbed) 

   May I come in? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You know what? Fine. FINE.    

   It’s not like I’ve got anything   

   going on, anyway. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Thank you. What a, um, lovely    

   home. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   It looks like shit. But then,    

   I haven’t properly slept in    

   about two days, so. You know    

   how it is. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Oh, yes. Your workplace told    

   me that you hadn’t come in    

   to work for a couple of days,    

   so I thought I’d come and see    

   you here instead. I hope I’m    

   not intruding. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   My best friend was beaten to    

   death two days ago, Whatever-    

   Your-Name-Is. Anyone without     

   a lead is automatically     

   intruding. 

 

     DARCEY 

   It’s Darcey. And I’m very sorry   

   to hear that. How did you two    

   know each other? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, as it happens, he was my   

   goddamn medical assistant. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Oh. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah. 

    (she sighs) 

   I just don’t know what to do    

   with myself. He was like my    

   anchor. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Well, look. Why don’t you sit    

   down, and I’ll make you some    

   tea. 

 

She starts moving around the room, clinking mugs, filling a 

kettle. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You don’t even know how I take   

   my tea – 

 

     DARCEY 

   I’m a quick learner. These are    

   for you, by the way. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   F-flowers? 

 

     DARCEY 

   They’re pretty, right? I thought   

   you might like them. 

 

Armstrong SNEEZES. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   They’re, uh, lovely... 

    (she shakes herself) 

   Ok, hang on. What are you    

   doing in my house? 

 

     DARCEY 

   I told you, I’m your medical    

   assistant for Mission Swallow... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah, yeah, yeah. That’s all    

   very nice. But what are you    

   actually doing in my house? 

 

The kettle starts BOILING. 
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     DARCEY 

   I swear, Dr. Armstrong, I’m    

   just here to introduce myself.   

   Mission Control told me to    

   get to know you before     

   training. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You’ve never heard of Samson    

   Collins? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Never. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   And you aren’t just trying to    

   take his place? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Dr. Armstrong, I promise, I    

   thought he’d moved to another    

   hospital or something. I had    

   no idea he was missing. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (calming down) 

   Ok. Ok. 

 

Darcey takes the kettle off the heat. The WHISTLE stops. She 

starts POURING water, mixing tea, doing things with jars. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   You must think you ended up    

   with a lunatic for a mentor,    

   huh? 

 

     DARCEY 

    (diplomatically) 

   Of course not, doctor. You’re    

   clearly under a lot of stress. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   He’s dead. If I’d just gone    

   home with him instead of     

   visiting my parents – if I’d    

   just called to see if he was    

   ok... 
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     DARCEY 

   The best thing you can do    

   right now is have a cup of    

   tea. Sorts out any situation.    

   Here – 

 

She passes Armstrong a mug. Armstrong takes a SIP. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   How did you – this is exactly    

   how I like it. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I told you, I’m a quick learner. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You’re telling me. 

 

She takes another SIP. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Whatever it is you’re going    

   through, I want to help you.    

   I’m supposed to be your     

   assistant, right? So, I’m    

   here to assist. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, I have to say, Officer    

   Eldridge, you’re not the     

   worst replacement I could    

   have had. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Please, it’s Darcey. And I’m    

   looking forward to training    

   with you. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   It’s been good meeting you,    

   Darcey. 

 

     DARCEY 

   The pleasure’s all mine, Dr.    

   Armstrong. Guess I’ll see you    

   in the stars. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I... guess I will. Oh, and     

   Darcey – don’t worry about    

   the whole “Doctor” business. 
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     DARCEY 

   Then what should I call you?    

   Leslie? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No. Call me...  

    (inspiration hits) 

   Call me Lee. 

 

 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END EPISODE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


